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LESSONS FROM THE FIELD

Volcano Communications, a small, 
family-owned telco based in Califor-
nia’s Sierra Nevada, has found unique 
ways to maintain broadband service to 
customers located as high as 10,000 feet 
through severe weather conditions and 
lengthy power outages. In winter, Vol-
cano’s territory is typically buried under 
many feet of snow, and it’s not uncom-
mon for remote regions to go 30 days or 
more without power. 

To address these extreme weather 
conditions, Volcano rearchitected its 
network with alternative powering op-
tions to serve the network in times of 
outage. Volcano built small buildings to 
protect its new remote cabinets and to 
house backup batteries and generators. 
It also retrofitted existing cabinets in 
these remote locations so they could use 
one-rack-unit access equipment, thus 
making room for powering support. 

From these “mother ship” locations, 
Volcano line powers smaller, remote 
cabinets farther out in the network, 
which has allowed it to shorten VDSL2 
loop lengths and deliver faster Internet 
speeds. In 2011, Volcano continued to 
push fiber up the mountain all the way 
to the Kirkwood Resort, where the el-
evation ranges from 7,800 to 9,800 
feet and average annual snowfall ex-
ceeds 600 inches. Based on the lessons 
learned from its deployments at lower 
elevations, Volcano will use the same 
network architecture at Kirkwood and 

will also keep a micro-
wave hop at the top of 
the mountain as another 
level of protection from 
the elements. 

Tales From the Fiber Frontier
Hundreds of small telcos, cable companies and utilities are deploying  
fiber-to-the-home networks in the United States. Here are a few of the many 
lessons they’ve learned.

Powering a Mountain
– John Lundgren, Director of Network Services, Volcano Communications

Editor’s note: This article is the first in a series that celebrates the resourcefulness and ingenuity of the small companies building fiber 
networks. Even those in unique circumstances – such as on the peaks of the Sierra Nevadas – often discover solutions that other deployers 
can benefit from. Thanks to Neila Matheny of Calix for compiling these four stories. If your company (or one of your partners) would like 
to share a lesson from the field, please drop me a note at masha@bbcmag.com.
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BEK Communications delivers phone, 
high-speed Internet and IPTV services 
over both copper and fiber technologies 
in rural south-central North Dakota. By 
the end of 2012, BEK will complete its 
fiber network build to reach 100 percent 
of subscribers. This fiber network will 
reach 1,987 customers with more than 
1,700 miles of fiber. 

In deploying the network, BEK has 
faced the challenge of reaching some 
customers that were beyond the distance 
limitations of GPON (about 40 km 
with the extended-reach option). Using 

the C- and E-series platforms from Ca-
lix enabled BEK to serve these custom-
ers with active Ethernet while still serv-
ing the majority of the customer base 
with GPON from the same platforms. 
This fiber network infrastructure was 
designed to enable BEK to migrate to 
new access platforms easily as customers 
demand new technologies and services. 

Deploying these platforms in the 
ODC 2000 and 3000 remote cabinets 
also allows the company to eliminate 
central offices and their accompanying 
expenses.

Using Different Flavors of Fiber
– Jeff Symens, Outside Plant Manager, BEK Communications

A family-owned telecommunications 
company based in Chillicothe, Ohio, 

Horizon Telcom began as a traditional 
telephone company in 1895 and evolved 
with the times into a fiber optic broad-
band provider. Along the way, it in-
creased its coverage area from its original 
700-square-mile service territory to a 
total of 34 counties in southern and east-
ern Ohio. In addition, Horizon is lead-
ing the Connecting Appalachia middle- 
mile network project, which is building 
nearly 2,000 miles of world-class, state-
of-the-art fiber in 34 counties. 

Since 2005, Horizon has used vari-
ous platforms in the Calix portfolio to 
enable its network and business evolu-
tion and has often been the first com-
pany to deploy new features and line 
cards. Horizon’s long-term relationship 

with Calix has given the two companies 
the opportunity to field experiment to-
gether productively, with technicians 
from both companies working side by 
side through the process. Horizon has 
benefited by upgrading its services while 
using existing infrastructure. 

The most important lesson Horizon 
learned over the years is to hold small 
experiments in test-bed areas before 
deploying globally. This allows oppor-
tunities to find baseline settings for the 
network while working out patterned is-
sues, or recurring problems, on a much 
smaller scale without negatively affect-
ing a large portion of the customer base 
as adjustments are made.

Walking the Leading Edge (Without Falling Off)

Co-Mo Electric Cooperative, which 
has delivered electricity in rural central 
Missouri since 1939, has been dedicated 
to serving the needs of its membership 
throughout its history. More than 70 
years after it was founded, Co-Mo made 
the decision to enter the broadband 
business. Its 25,000 members lacked ad-
equate broadband, and the cooperative 
was twice turned down for broadband 
stimulus funding. However, before roll-
ing out a self-funded FTTP network 
with a GPON architecture across its 
2,300-square-mile service area, Co-Mo 

built a detailed business case and deter-
mined exactly how many subscribers it 
would need to be successful. 

Carefully selecting two project areas 
to pilot the service, Co-Mo used a pre-
sale marketing effort with community 
meetings, door-to-door sales, yard signs 
and local business partnerships to drive 
early registrations. Within the first year 
of delivering service over its FTTP net-
work, Co-Mo exceeded its initial target 
and achieved a 30 percent take rate in 
the project areas.

Marketing Ahead of the Build


